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This is still, the air is dark, the wind is not normal  
But the birds still chirp and the sun still hangs high but  
On the ground, in the continents  
Humans suffer from nature. 
Animals go about their life, the fish in the ocean go about their life  
But it is the humans that suffer because of a virus that we know so  
Little about… is the president in the house now not the right individual  
To make decisions for us? But only destroying us? 
Coughs, and sore throats, all humanity is under quarantine…  
Misleading, not knowing… is it the flu or is it the coronavirus? 
The symptoms are so related that panic stretches and there is not  
Enough tests … why? Even the children are being confirmed of having  
The coronavirus… the elderly are in their beds, their blankets …  
Oh dear seniors, dear misters… dear misses... 
Bless you… bless you… 
Love you… love to you… blessings…  
 
Move towards a cure, move towards a vaccine and shine on us  
The love from the sky… 
The panic has the stores empty… the news only frightens the people even more… 
Jobs are being held to stop, and money is being stopped…  
Go to a Rite Aid, drive or walk to a Ralphs… drive to Food for less 
And there will not be any cleaning supplies… it is understandable that everyone has a family to 
look after, but there are millions of other families we have to think about… 
“How can you mend a broken heart, how can you stop the rain from falling down...  how can you 
stop the sun from shining… what makes the world go round”... 
Is the only good thing right now… is the only motivation through this 
Disaster…  
Silence in the streets, money that is going to citizens by the government… 
Whole cities under lock down like San Francisco, like New York… scientists and doctors in white 
jumpsuits…  
I am a student that has to take my classes online now. 
Students do not know what to do… and the news is only giving negative accounts of this  
Pandemic, almost like taking away from humanity  hope … taking away faith almost…  
What evil news, CNN, L.A. TIMES, giving time frames of a cure, vaccines… timeframes that 
stretch… evil reporters… 
 normal life is now an imagination and a crisis is normal …  
People were blaming China, but fingers should not go towards anybody…  
Nature will take its course and humans will feel it…  
Even a dog was confirmed of having the coronavirus… where is this leading… 
At first, the president of the “USA” like he had it on his cap  
Said “it’s like the flu” and also said, “It will go away”... 
Now, he seems to realize that this is not something to be taken lightly, when others  
Say people are overreacting… you want to believe that there is no real danger, but then the news 
comes and you start to believe there is danger…  
The Chinese have started a vaccine… is there hope and faith in those vaccines? 
These men, these women, these kids, these eldery, these people… they do not deserve this… 



Not in war, not in slavery, not by imprisonment, not a virus…  
Not like this…  
The pain from the Renaissance plague… 
The pain from Spanish flu… 
The pain from the smallpox…. 
… pain from the coronavirus… 
We can fight! Fight it! There is no other plot, no other option but to fight it!  
Doctors in Italy say there is no plan B… only dependent on the distance procedures and lock 
down… 
But China says there is the Japanese flu drug that helps with recovery… 
If that is true, and humanity on every continent can return to normal life… 
To their jobs, their schools, to eat at a restaurant, have a drink at a bar… 
No longer living in worry of contraction and living by distance… 
Cannot go to my barber because of this pandemic… 
It is unsafe, and extra precautions are necessary.  
Where will we be in April? Lock down?  
Where will we be in May? Still crying out in panic and pain from this pandemic? 
This virus? In this, only faith … in this… only faith... 
 
 


